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history of spanish speaking language and ethnic based units in the
church is presented in this book by jessie L embry associate director of
the charles redd center for western studies and supervisor of its oral
history program few concerns in contemporary mormonism elicit more
emotion and feeling than the issue of ethnic and language branches and
wards in a church in which unity and equality is emphasized the concept
of dividing into units based on something other than geography seems
incongruent yet the reality of language and cultural differences among the
members has resulted in the organization of various types of language
english speaking converts first immibased meetings from the time non englis
grated to the united states the issue is not solely a concern in the united
states since language based units exist in many parts of the world and
elicit mixed feelings from local leaders
embry has explored many of the issues that are essential to gaining an
understanding of the spanish speaking congregations to see the organization of these units as the result of only language differences is to fail to
understand the significant social issues connected to them these branches
and wards often are as distinct ethnically and culturally as linguistically
embry and those interviewed point out that understanding the language
808o
is just the tip of the iceberg ao
80
in his own language is divided into essentially two sections the
first discusses the evolution of the church s position on ethnic unit organization by describing the history of organizations that have served the
latino population embry outlines the evolution of missions from a separate spanish american mission to the current missionary organization
which places english speaking and foreign language missionaries together
under the supervision of the same geographically based mission the volume also highlights the role of elder spencer W kimball in establishing
separate units and focusing attention on ethnic minority members some
of the larger spanish speaking branches and wards are given brief but separate historical treatments
the second section focuses on issues related to spanish speaking conions the documentary sources for this section are the oral histories
gregat
gregations
done by the redd center under embry s direction none of the interviews however were conducted by embry personal and organizational
A
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issues related to the units are the focus of the discussion of particular
interest are chapters six and seven which discuss the advantages and
problems of language based wards and branches these chapters help the
reader understand some of the ethnic and cultural differences that lie
beneath the tip of the iceberg for example interviewee samuel miera
points out that in english speaking wards choir practice is usually a one
hour sunday session after which members hurry home this desire to
return quickly home might be interpreted by latino members as cold or
antisocial in miera s spanish speaking branch the choir met tuesdays
and fridays sang for forty five minutes and then visited for three
hours an important expression of communal warmth and love in latino
societies 8080
readers will also leave these chapters with a deeper understanding of
the complicated issues involved in the formation of language based wards
and branches and of the feelings of estrangement and perceived prejudice
that can be experienced by minority members of a church community
anglo and latino readers alike will leave with resolve to rid themselves of
ethnic stereotypes
however despite the insights provided in the volume in his own
language may prove frustrating to those having experience with the history and evolution of these spanish speaking units the oral histories and
the author s use of them as the primary documentation for the book leaves
significant omissions as does a lack of critical analysis of the issues
there is little question as to the importance of using oral history in the
writing of twentieth century history however caution should be taken in
how oral interviews are used all historical documents have problems of
subjectivity but oral histories generally suffer from this problem more
than many written records oral history s greatest value in historical
research is that it provides feelings and descriptions surrounding the events
or issues being examined 2 oral histories have to be used with and supplementary to other primary source material
materialsS 3 though embry did use other
primary sources particularly in the history of the spanish american mission there is a significant lack of written sources in other sections the
result is that the book is more anecdotal than substantive
moreover if oral histories are to be a major source for history it is
important to interview a sufficient number of the people involved embry s
limited number of oral histories of the leaders and longterm
long term members of
spanish congregations is a serious omission particularly problematic in
the section on branch histories the history of the el paso texas branch
42 45 for example gives little more than a hint of the tumultuous history it went through in the 196os
i96os a time when racial conflicts in the united
states sometimes resulted in violence and rioting
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significant of these conflicts occurred in california and
texas where the chicano movement became the most violent and defiant
fear on the part of the anglos and anger on the side of the latino primarily mexican american population found its way into some church communities
muni ties and activities in el paso some young latino church members
were leaders in the political struggle when local stake officials reinterpreted certain church policies concerning unity and began disbanding
language units the secular militancy of some of the latino members resulted in a clash with anglo stake leaders and conflicts occurred probably
the most serious incidents were in el paso where some leaders of the
spanish speaking unit refused to accept the dissolution of the branch
the result was the excommunication of several leaders and a serious split
based on race that in some areas persists to the present
embry makes no mention of ex communications of latino leaders and
gives little indication of the influence of outside political movements in
addition none of the spanish speaking leaders of the el paso branch for
example past or present were interviewed leaving the history of the el paso
branch in this book seriously lacking in substance other conflicts though
not as dramatic continue to occur to the present most recently in california at approximately the time embry was preparing this book to go to
press and she briefly alludes to rumors of the closing of a stake 51
embry may have omitted details of these problems simply because she
chose not to deal with this aspect of the history
the histories of the spanish speaking branches and wards in provo
utah also suffer from insufficient interviews none of the branch presidents who served between 1960 and 1980 were interviewed even though
they all lived in the area when the interviews were conducted little information is given on the evolution of the first branch to a ward and some
factual mistakes are made enoc flores is mistakenly identified as the first
bishop paul buckingham was the branch president at the time of
the organization of the ward in 1980 and served as bishop for almost a year
nor does the story suggest the struggles with stake presidents on several
occasions to keep the unit from being dissolved
examining the list of interviewees one notices a serious absence of
interviews with most of the old unwavering hispanic families who have
provided much strength and support to branches throughout the united
states for so many years those faithful saints many of whom were baptized
in mexico should be interviewed to discover the history of these units
the second part of the book which is more sociological suffers from
the same problems the strongest and largest communities of spanish
speaking members of the church are in texas and california yet over half of
the interviews were done in provo even though many of those interviewed
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had been raised outside of utah nearly half of those interviewed were university students or young members in their twenties these demographic
factors significantly affect the quality of the interviews because of the interviewees
limited experience in the church again the faithful older memvieweeslimited
bers in the branches in texas and california who have seen changes and
adjustments over the years are the ones best able to provide the information desired
despite these problems embry s book does a great service in pointing
out the need for attention to the subject the church outside of the united
states continues to expand and the numbers of immigrants being baptized
in the united states are also increasing many members are still immigrating to the united states and creating large groups of non english speaking
members the integration of these members into the church will continue
to be a challenge the issues raised by embry and the full history of the
churche response to this challenge in the past can be valuable in underchurchs
standing how to respond in the future

i
1

rather than being autonomous units these first language based meetings were

auxiliary to the established geographical congregations similar to what we now call
fi resides however they were formally organized with a presidency and were held on
a regular basis for more information see william mulder homeward to zion the
mormon migration from scandinavia minneapolis university of minnesota press
200 250 54 richard jensen mother tongue use of non english languages in the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in the united states 1850 1983 in new
views of mormon history A collection of essays in honor of leonard Jf arrington ed
davis bitton and maureen ursenbach beecher salt lake city university of utah
press 1987 273 303
2 john rae commentary technology and culture 4 spring 1963 175
3 oral history is only one form of historical documentation and should be used
in conjunction with other relevant records and documents this statement is found in
au oral histories located in the james moyle oral history program
ali
ail
the introduction to all
of the historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
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